Date Region / Club Domain
1226 WTG
Avignon, France

1542 NC

Regional

1650 NE

Near Salem, MA

1653 GL

Mt. Pleasant, MI

1656 NE

Vermont

1700 NC

Regional

1750 EC

Dayton, OH

1777 NE

New York, NY

1783 NE

New York, NY

1790
1796
1798
1820

Avignon, France
Dayton, OH
Columbus, OH
Ft. Worth, TX

WTG
EC
EC
SC

1820 GL

Mt. Pleasant, MI

1834 EC

Columbus, OH

1834 GL

Mt. Pleasant, MI

1835 NE

New York, NY

1860 EC

Dayton, OH

1861 EC

Columbus, OH

Event
Avignon and the local Diamond support Raymond VI, Count of Toulouse in his conflict
with Louis VIII, King of France. Many unexplained occurances are attributed to magical
intervention. Ultimately defeated, the Diamond abandons the city.
Father Juan de Padilla - known to Awakened historians as a Banisher - attempts to
exterminate the magical traditions of the region. He fails, becoming one of the first
Christian martyrs.
A cabal of Awakened and a native medicine society seemingly annihilate each other.
Several journals purport to describe the incident, but their accounts are oddly
contradictory.
"Storm-Walker", a native shaman said to command the winds, is encountered by French
fur trappers. First recorded Awakened presence in the Mt. Pleasant area
A large verge on the summit of Mount Glastonbury is found by a contingent of mages,
Though warned by Natives to stay away from "the place where the four winds meet" they
do risk life and limb to travel further in. No conclusive reason for the verge found, but
one man is lost in an attack by a strange Mage.
Local Tremere Liches demand a truce from fledgling Diamond Consilia, so that both
groups may deal with an infestation of Banishers and Tremere. The Diamond mages
slowly work to undermine the methods the Tremere use to feed in secret, hoping to put
an end to the cult.
Mystagoges follow settlers to the region, setting up small Sanctums as waystations for
traveling mages.
The "Council of Aether", the first Consilium of New York City, is founded in response to
reports of Seer activity.
As the British retreat from New York, the Council of Aether launches an attack on the
Seers. Most Seer agents retreat with the departing British.
The chaos of the Revolution conceals a bloody battle between Diamond and Seer.
"The Thompson Party" founds the city of Dayton.
First great flood draws the attention of the Guardians of the Veil
Spanish, Mexican, Texan, and US forces clash in the Indian Wars. Seer attempts to
expand ahead of the European Diamond are stymied by local Native Americans
A Silver Ladder cabal, the "Frontier Guides", are brought to the Mt. Pleasant area by
rumors of disorganized, feuding Apostates. Their presence is not well-received by the
locals.
Guardians of a nearby Consilium send a Cabal to investigate. The "Withered Arm" Cabal
becomes the de facto local Consilium
The Veiled Blade, a powerful Guardian of the Veil Cabal, arrives in the Mt. Pleasant area
to attempt to reign in the rampant hubris.
Second great New York fire destroys many Sanctums, many Artifacts are lost to the
flames. Seer agents are blamed, though a Diamond counteroffensive over the next few
years finds no evidence of their guilt.
Records indicate that no Moros have Awakened in the area in the last decade, and that
"action was taken"
Communications break down due to the Civil War. Withered Arm Cabal declares its
Consilium independent, the Eyes and Ears of Heaven Cabal moves in.

Date Region / Club Domain
1864 EC
Southern OH
1865 NE

New York, NY

1867 GL

Mt. Pleasant, MI

1870 EC

Columbus, OH

1870 EC

Southern OH

1871 EC

Dayton, OH

1878 SE

Mississippi

1880 SC

Ft. Worth, TX

1883 NE

New York, NY

1885 EC

Southern OH

1885 EC

Dayton, OH

1886 GL

Mt. Pleasant, MI

1888 NC

Regional

1888 NE
1888 NW

New York, NY
Seattle, WA

1890 NW

Seattle, WA

1898 NE

New York, NY

1899 NW

Seattle, WA

Event
Rumors surface of an Awakened doctor, Adam Van Hazlit, using Life magic to run a
health resort at Sodaville.
A nefandi Cabal devoted to the ascension of a "Death God" is defeated by the Manhattan
Consilium. Their leader, a Moros named Verkaik, is reported killed in single combat with
the Hierarch himself.
A Nameless Order Cabal, the "Children of the Cog", petition for entry into the Consilium
of the Frozen Swamp. They are denied, and integrate with the remaining indiginous
"Apostate" population.
Ohio State University founded; Apostates, presumed Seers, found in control. A lengthy
cold war begins.
Wilmington college founded by Quakers in Wilmington, OH. Records of the period
indicate it may have been used by several Awakened Cabals to bypass Mysterium
athenaea.
An Acanthus oracle gains notoriety for accuracy within the Awakened community of
Dayton, many recorded in books. Among these shocking predictions include that the
Diamond would not survive into the next century.
A formal consilium of mages is established in the Golden Triangle Region. It has been
both stable and the dominate influence for the area since then.
Diamond mages arrive in the area; cooperating with the local Atlantean-tradition
Awakened, they rout the Seers
The Manhattan Consilium finally succeeds in devising an acceptable containment for the
Shadow Wound left behind by Verkaik's death-cult.
Dr. Adam Van Hazlit, the "miracle doctor" of Sodaville, is rumored to have been "dealt
with" by the Guardians of the Veil, as his activities had crossed the line and risked
drawing Sleeper attention.
A mage accused of using magic to engage in a serial killing spree is captured and put to
trial. The verdict is guilty.
The Consilium of the Frozen Swamp is obliterated overnight; rumors point to the work of
a powerful Cryptid, but no conclusive evidence is ever found.
A Seer assault on Alliance, Nebraska is barely rebuffed. The Consilium Messenger
Service is founded by Heralds to improve communication between the region's far-flung
Awakened enclaves.
The Hierarch of Manhattan dies. His last words are "God forgive me. I lied."
The Lake Union Consilium signs its Lex Magica, establishing the first formal presence of
Awakened society in Seattle.
Seattle's new building codes are heavily influenced by the Lake Union Consilium in the
wake of the 1889 fire. The Consilium claims credit for the city's new brick-and-stone look.
The Seers of the Throne produce the Scelesti criminals responsible for a string of attacks
by Abyssal entities throughout the city, a mage named Barbatus. They are permitted to
claim limited territory within the now-unified New York without open warfare.
The hierarch of the Lake Union Consilium, Metisse, is found assassinated in his
Sanctum. Peridot is hastily appointed hierarch.

Date Region / Club Domain
1900 Camarilla
Everywhere

1901 EC

Columbus, OH

1901 SE

Mississippi

1902 EC

Columbus, OH

1905 NE

New York, NY

1905 NW

Seattle, WA

1910 NW

Seattle, WA

1910 EC

Dayton, OH

1911 NE

New York, NY

1912 GL

Mt. Pleasant, MI

1914 EC

Dayton, OH

1915 EC
1919 NW

Dayton, OH
Seattle, WA

1927 NE

New York, NY

1929 NE

New York, NY

1931 EC

Southern OH

1933 NW

Seattle, WA

1939 EC

Columbus, OH

Event
The Nameless Orders are recognized as the Free Council, unambiguously rejecting an
offer of membership from the Seers of the Throne and transforming the Diamond into the
Pentacle. Within a matter of years, the conflict between the two great magical factions
has gone from a slow game of carefully-considered move and countermove to a mad
scramble for advantage, mystical power, and social influence.
The "Newark Incident." Many in the small town are killed by marauding Awakened, the
Withered Arm engages in a massive media & rumor mill cover-up. Mourning lasts for
months; no explanation is ever found.
The Free Council is accepted as another order by the Golden Triangle consilium. This
begins the two party system between the traditionalist 'Old' heads and the progressive
'New' heads; their affectionate rivalry continues to the modern day.
The Consilium loses contact with the Simulacritoria Cabal in Newark; they are never seen
again
After a dramatic escape from the Consilium's custody, Barbatus the Scelesti is
recaptured by the Seers of the throne. He is securely imprisoned in a custom cell and his
prison is buried, with all records of the location destroyed.
Peridot, hierarch of the Lake Union Consilium, is found dead in Seattle's Pioneer Square.
Alcyone is appointed hierarch, narrowly beating out chief contender Heimdall.
Alcyone, hierarch of the Lake Union Consilium, vanishes without a trace. Bereft of
leadership, the Consilium dissolves; the city's cabals retreat to their individual territories.
A spree of veil-breaking in the wake of the Wright Brothers' historic flight leads to the
Guardians of the Veil seizing control of most Consilium offices in Dayton.
The Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire; many female employees die in the flames after their
employers bar the exits. Rumors that "Verkaik" was responsible are common among the
Awakened.
The "Gatekeepers to Carthage" found a new Central Michigan Consilium. The organizers
are soon exposed as Scelesti, and the Consilium falls.
Hundreds of bodies from the Great Dayton Flood if 1913 are found stacked in
symmetrical lines south of the city.
The first Free Council Cabal is recognized by the Dayon Consilium.
The Greater Seattle Consilium is established, and a new Lex Magica signed,
spearheaded by a survivor of the Lake Union Consilium, Seidhr.
The New Era Building is gutted by a fire. A mage matching the description of "Verkaik" is
seen nearby.
New York is hit hard by Black Monday. Reaper and Scelesti cults take advantage of the
disruption, and the city's Pentacle Orders and Seers of the Throne are preoccupied by
the need to oppose these left-handed practitioners
Mention is found in diaries from this period of a prominent Free Council Lorehouse
somewhere in Southern Ohio. The precise location is never clearly recorded.
Seidhr and two other mages of the Greater Seattle Consilium - Luck and Midas - engage
in a public power struggle over the Lex Magica. Luck and Midas eventually prevail,
successfully instituting a number of liberal and democratic reforms. Luck succeeds Seidhr
as Hierarch, keeping the aging Arrow as Sentinel.
Secret operations are undertaken by the Withered Arm Cabal. They soon drop out of
contact and are never seen again.

Date Region / Club Domain
1939 GL
Mt. Pleasant, MI
1939 NW

Seattle, WA

1940 EC

Columbus, OH

1940 EC

Dayton, OH

1942 WTG

Avignon, France

1942 EC

Southern OH

1943 NW

Seattle, WA

1943 EC

Dayton, OH

1948 GL

Mt. Pleasant, MI

1948 NW

Seattle, WA

1950 EC

Dayton, OH

1955 EC

Dayton, OH

1956 NW

Seattle, WA

1957 EC

Southern OH

1958 EC
1959 SE

Southern OH
Mississippi

1960 USA

Many Cities

1961 EC

Columbus, OH

1962 NW
1965 GL

Seattle, WA
Mt. Pleasant, MI

Event
The indiginous Central Michigan Apostates attempt to organize a polity. Lacking a firm
grounding in tradition, it soon collapses.
After a year-long conflict, the chief Seer Pylon in Seattle - blamed for the dissolution of
the Lake Union Consilium - is destroyed. Luck is slain; Seidhr once again becomes
hierarch.
A large "anti-magic" field spreads to cover Columbus; the local Resonance renders
casting unreliable and unknown factors leech mana from Mages. Mystagoges briefly
investigate, before writing the area off as a lost cause.
Suburban growth and the developing interstate highway system attract the attention of
the Seers of the Throne. Guerilla attacks begin against Pentacle property in the city.
Avignon is occupied by the Nazis, who begin rounding up undesirables. All Awakened
vanish from the city, never to be heard from again.
Years of bad blood erupt into a brief but intense three-way conflict between the Seers of
the Throne, the Free Council (rumored, oddly, to be Seer sympathizers) and the former
Diamond Orders. Speculation holds that Seer infiltrators were responsible.
A mage named Midas is appointed hierarch of Seattle after successfully extracting a pair
of Japanese-American mages from an internment camp. Alas, he finds little sustained
opposition to the policy.
Three decades of focused Sleeper aviation pioneers attract considerable numbers of
spirits related to flight and innovation to the city.
The Arrow "Fly Dogs" and the "Architects of the Ladder" found the Consilium of Dawn's
Rise. Its first Hierarch is Mjorn, an Arrow; he determines its Lex Magica.
Kicho succeeds Midas as hierarch of the Seattle Consilium. The Free Council rises to
prominence in the Consilium; the Awakened of the city are heavily involved in Sleeper
affairs.
Only a few survivors are left from the local Consilium after a war with Seers of the Throne
and Scelesti. Surviving records indicate that the two groups appear to be cooperating.
Scelesti operating in Dayton attract the attention of violently hostile Cryptids, massacring
many of the surviving mages, including the Seers.
Kicho abdicates as hierarch of the Seattle Consilium. She is replaced by Archer, a
conservative Mystagoge with little interest in Sleeper activity.
The Mysterium attempts to construct an Athenaeum in the region. The site is destroyed
prior to completion.
An Arrow stronghold is established in the region, under the command of Reston.
An incident referred to only as "The Burning of Old Main" occurs in the Golden Triangle
region.
The active conflict between the Pentacle and the Seers seems to be going badly for the
Pentacle. At least a dozen Consiliums across the country have ceased contact, and
others are hard-pressed... But the Seers seem mysteriously reluctant to push their
apparent advantage.
The Mysterium establishes the Pleasanton Facility to study the "anti-magic" field covering
Columbus. Research is inconclusive, but continues until the present day.
Every known Awakened will-worker in Seattle vanishes without a trace.
Mjorn's successor, Viper, is slain after a decade of authoritarian, militaristic rule. He is
replaced by the Mystagoge Marabu.

Date Region / Club Domain
1965 EC
Southern OH
1968 SC
Ft. Worth, TX

1970 SC
1970 EC

Ft. Worth, TX
Southern OH

1972 NW

Seattle, WA

1972 EC

Southern OH

1975 USA

Many Cities

1977 NE

New York, NY

1980 SC

Ft. Worth, TX

1980 EC

Southern OH

1983 EC

Southern OH

1984 NE

New York, NY

1984 USA

Pocket Space

1985 EC

Southern OH

1986 EC

Southern OH

1987 GL

Mt. Pleasant, MI

1990 EC

Southern OH

1993 GL

Mt. Pleasant, MI

1996 EC

Southern OH

1999 GL

Mt. Pleasant, MI

Event
The Mysteriun construct an Athenaeum in Southern Ohio.
Scelesti operating out of "Hell's Half Acre" had turned the district into a hotbed of violence
and vice. The Pentacle Consilium assists the effort to close down the district, culminating
in its bulldozing and the construction of a convention center.
The city's Consilium breaks down; inter-Cabal warfare flourishes.
Lake Waynoka, one of the earliest gated communities, is founded in the region. Seer
involvement is rumored but never confirmed.
Repeated investigation of Seattle yields little result; attempts to reoccupy the city result in
more Cabals going missing. The area is considered off-limits.
The regional Arrow stronghold is lost after the death of its founder, Reston. The Free
Council assumes covert control of Wilmington Industrial Air Park.
Efforts begin to reclaim territory where Pentacle Consiliums had gone silent and
counterattack against Seer Pylons. While it will be many decades more before many lost
Consiliums are reclaimed, the apparent disaster of the 1960s is largely reversed.
A series of mysterious lightning strikes cripples the city's power grid. Riots and a breakdown of public order ensue. Spray-painted near at least one damaged transformer is the
phrase "Verkaik Lives!"
Werewolves take advantage of the local Pentacle civil war to drive out the mages,
claiming sites of power for their own.
A stand-off between a Seer Pylon and a Pentacle Cabal escalates into an all-out regional
war. Six die in the first conflict alone.
"Veil Rock" appears in Brown County; the names of fallen Pentacle Mages appear on it,
seemingly by magic.
A traitor causes the New York Consilium to fall to the Seers of the Throne. The Seer
Dominion threatens to breach the Veil, openly involving Sleepers in their conflict. The
local Hierarch is unwilling to call their bluff. Pentacle-aligned Awakened are allowed to
remain in the city, but prohibited from organizing.
Contact with the infamous Guardian pocket realm-warehouse, the Broken Mirror, is lost.
No cause is ever found, nor any trace of the realm, the enchanted items stored there, or
its owners.
The regional Mysterium Athenaeum is destroyed in the course of hostilities between the
Pentacle Orders and Seers of the Throne.
A possible truce in Southern Ohio falls apart when the Seers are discovered to be not
only holding prisoners of war, but torturing them.
Hierarch Constance Masters of the Silver Ladder again refuses to recognize members of
the Free Council as citizens of the Consilium of Dawn's Rise.
A short, 11-month truce is negotiated at the Brown County Bluegrass Festival; referred to
jokingly as "the Gather of Powerful Rednecks".
Four large Seer Pylons are revealed in the Mt. Pleasant area. The Consilium of Dawn's
Rise begins to combat the incursion.
A two-year armistice is negotiated in Southern Ohio by a newly-arrived thearch, Calvin
Armbruster.
The Mt. Pleasant Seer Pylons are prevailing. Hierarch Constance Masters finally admits
the Free Council to the Consilium of Dawn's Rise.

Date Region / Club Domain
2001 GL
Mt. Pleasant, MI

2002 USA

2002 GL
2003 EC

2004 Canada

2008 GL

2008 EC

2010 SC
2010 SE
2011 USA

2012 USA
2012 NW
2012 Canada
2013 GL

Event
While most Mt. Pleasant Seer Pylons are in decline, the heretical "Black Sun Kings" slay
the Architects of the Ladder and Hierarch Masters. The Guardian Luminous assumes
power.
Everywhere
The turmoil of the 20th century quiets. The rise of the modern surveilance state has
obsoleted many formerly successful tactics, and recent events have left both factions
exhausted.
Mt. Pleasant, MI
Hierarch Luminous welcomes the Free Council into the Mt. Pleasant Consilium.
Southern OH
Hierarch Calvin Armbruster abdicates in favor of Benjamin Kensington, Obrimos Arrow.
As the region barely registers on the attention of the modern surveilance state, hostilities
continue.
Sault Ste. Marie, ON Heightened media attention on sporting events in the city almost precipitates a breach of
the Veil. Seers of the Throne and other renegades exploit the local Consilium's
preoccupation for their own ends.
Mt. Pleasant, MI
The Seer Pylons of the Mt. Pleasant area unexpectedly resume activity, having
apparently been involved in some kind of civil war. Hierarch Luminous rallies the
Awakened of Mt. Pleasant and leads them into the Shadow to do battle. They do not
return
Southern OH
After a three-day battle in February, an armistice is finally negotiated on May 1st.
Territorial boundaries are delineated, and the Pentacle and Seers, both exhausted, agree
to avoid violent confrontation.
Ft. Worth, TX
The Fort Worth Consilium attempts to sign a peace treaty with the Werewolves, but the
ten leading Masters are slain by treachery, commonly blamed on the Seers
Mississippi
Carl Hartman is voted Hierarch of the Golden Triangle Consilium
Most Major
The protests that come to be known as the Occupy Movement are touched off by
Metropolitan Areas widespread dissatisfaction with economic inequality. While traditional state power
apparatus prove incapable of managing the protests, private organizations step in to
back, organize, and bankroll private responses. The fingerprints of Seer manipulation are
all over the whole affair, but there's no evidence of it supporting any of their usual
objectives.
Everywhere
Towards the end of the year, Awakened prophets begin experiencing visions of a
renewed conflict, though the particulars remain shrouded in mystery.
Seattle, WA
For the first time in 50 years, mages Awaken in Seattle. The Seers of the Throne and
Pentacle Orders are both drawn back to the city.
Sault Ste. Marie, ON A series of attacks, including arson and the collapse of a shopping mall, point to attacks
against the local Consilium by Banishers.
Mt. Pleasant, MI
The Pentacle Orders of Michigan agree to attempt to re-establish a Consilium in central
Michigan. The area's resonance has recovered from whatever catastrophe occurred in
2008. Most of the mages in the group are relatively young.

